COCK ‘O DOODLE DOO
Issue 9

Round 9, July 2014

Another weekend off – bliss!
After our massive weekend last week, we survived the wintry conditions and get a break! Thanks to all who
helped with Sponsors day, the Social Committee and our very own caterers (see photos below)! We have a
break this weekend then back into it against South Clare.
Again we thank our sponsors for their generous association with the Roosters.
The Social committee did a great job, raising over $15000. A special thank you to Robbie Cal, the ever reliable
auctioneer (and Jonesey and Hubbard as spotters)!!
On the 12th, we welcome back some old faces for our ‘past players’ weekend. I can only imagine some of the
stories being spun on Saturday….

This weekend, 5/7/2014 – SA Country Champrionships at Kadina
NEXT WEEK, 12/7/14 Vs SOUTH at CLARE (HOME – BLUE Shorts)
SATURDAY PRESENTATIONS: Upstairs; Welcome past players

www.northclarefc.com.au
TALLY 2014
A1 Netty: 2/7 Wins –28 %
A Footy: 3/9 Wins – 33.3%

Like us on Face Book
North Clare Football & Netball Club

Any stories to share:
yarns18@hotmail.com
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Results Saturday 28 June vs. Southern Saints
A Grade
North Clare
0.1
0.2
2.2
3.4
(22)
Southern Saints
1.6
5.10
8.17
12.19 (91)
Goals: Prokopec, Pratt, Huppatz 1.
Best: James Brown, Hayden Calaby, Moulds, Tyson Pawley, Sam Panoho, Aiden Pratt
B Grade
North Clare
0.2
1.3
2.5
3.7
(25)
Southern Saints
1.2
4.4
4.6
4.7
(31)
Goals: Michael Dopson, Damien Smith, Brad Jamieson
Best: T Cross, C Rodger, P Redden, S Jamieson, D Smith, T Siv
Senior Colts
North Clare
4.5
9.6
13.11 15.12 (102)
Southern Saints
0.0
0.1
0.1
1.1
(7)
Goals: T O’Sullivan 5; T Hocking 3; D Garrard 2; L Gill, A Edmondson, B Earle, J
Weetra, J Kennedy 1.
Best: T Hocking, L Jaeschke, T O’Sullivan, D Garrard, B Cross
Junior Colts
North Clare
2.0
2.3
4.9
5.15
(45)
Southern Saints
0.1
2.1
2.1
2.1
(13)
Goals: J Earle, G Armfield, N Baum, T Francis, C Helbig 1
Best: B Schumacher, C Helbig, C McInnes, N Francis, T Francis, T Cross

Good Luck Big Pearcy
Representing our Central Zone this week

PLAY WELL THIS
WEEKEND BIG PEARCY!
He’s playing in the
‘Central’ Zone team in
the SA Country
Championships at Kadina

Quiz Answers:
Photo 1
BACK ROW: M. Cooney, S. Catford, A, Jaeschke, D. Zielonka, P. Pawelski, P.
Hutchens
MIDDLE ROW: B. McInerney (Team Manager), D. Begg (Deputy Vice Captain), B.
Francis, P. Henwood, G. Coles, S. Oliver, C. Stanbridge, S. Bubner,
G. Nitschke (Runner)
FRONT ROW: P. Nitschke (Trainer), A. Hoskin, M. Huppatz (Vice Captain), P. Cook
(Captain), C, Cook (President), A. Stringer (Coach), M. Kemp,
R. Stephens, P. Hoskin (Trainer). INSET: W. Baum

Photo 2
BACK ROW: S. Willis, N. Bridger, T, White, G. Panoho, G. Mullighan,
C.Noonan, W. Baum
MIDDLE ROW: M. Beames (Head Trainer), G. Tiss (President), C. Ballantyne,
D. Smith, P. Hutchens, G. Coles, J. Noble, B. Francis. G, Corfield, P. Stopp
(Trainer), D. Catford
FRONT ROW: G. Pink, M. Pawelski. A. Burns (Vice Captain), J. Pengilly
(Manager), I. James (Coach), R. Mitchell (Captaon), S. Ditcham, W. Griffiths,
T. Collins, P. Nitschke (Trainer). ABSENT: K. Dreckow

Photo 3
BACK ROW: Melissa Clarke, Kerry Huppatz, LeeAnne
Stanbridge, Shelley Nitschke
FRONT ROW: Mel Jenner, Vicky Renshaw, Sonya Clarke,
Deeanna Rooney
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RESULTS 28 June 2014 vs Eudunda Robertstown
The weather finally caught up with us on Saturday and it was decided that the J3 and J4 grades would not play in
the interests of the girl’s wellbeing. (J2s and J5s had a bye). Hence the J1s started the ball rolling with a very good
game in less than ideal conditions. These girls didn’t let the rain faze them and had a comfortable win 45-28 with
Jess Hawker getting the incentive. The C2s continued their form from last week and had another big win 56-18
(incentive to Maddy Marks) which will help keep them in the 4 with excellent percentage. The C1s continued their
winning form to get up 54-31 with Paige Ritchie getting the incentive. The B2s had the worst of the weather with
hail stopping play for a short time but in a nail biting finish helped by the ever versatile Colleen Haseldine who
swopped ends to play GD this week and new comer Victoria Macklin (incentive) they turned last meetings one goal
loss around to win by 2. Great effort girls, keep it up and finals are within your grasp!
The A2s also suffered the weather and have had more injuries so are taking a little while to settle again going down
29-34 with Ash Edwards getting the incentive. The B1s are also suffering from injury woes but with the support of a
couple of 15U girls on the bench had a comfortable win 62-48 with Hollie Crawford returning to get the incentive.
The 15U team had a bye against Eudunda Robertstown so we packed our wet weather gear and picked up our
younger coach in a dishevelled state and headed to Elizabeth for the ENA Carnival. We had a great day as we didn’t
get wet and finished up R/U in the Club division with 4 wins and a loss and then went down in the Grand Final. A
huge thanks to Kath Laidlaw and Raoni Bolitho who drove, umpired and generally looked after us along the way!
The big news of the weekend was that our A1s played a very consistent strong game with a couple of strategic
changes in the last quarter to get up and win comfortably over the Eudunda Robertstown girls 49-39. It was a welldeserved win and I think Finey’s determination to play on after putting her hand through the clubhouse window
while chasing a ball summed up the girls attitude, they never stopped trying!
A big thankyou to everyone who helped out for sponsors day, and also it was great to see such a large netball
contingent at the Auction night so well done girls.
There is no game this weekend so enjoy the weekend off and enjoy whatever relaxed thing the coaches have
organised for training this week.

Thanks Nurse Meg for
some Saturday afternoon
stitching work!!
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Half term report cards!
A Grade report – Coach Peter Cook
Since the last update we have played 5 games and the ledger sits at 1-4. We have played the best 4 teams in the comp and BSR
last Saturday. While we are disappointed with just the one win, it doesn't quite do the group justice as with the exception of
the Riverton game we have been super competitive. It was terrific result for the lads Saturday, to finally get some reward for
effort, when we pasted BSR by 70 odd points.
Our games against the Grand Finalists and ladder leading Min Man and Blyth Snowtown were great games of footy. After
blinding starts in both games we couldn't quite land the knockout blow but we certainly drew out the very best of both of those
teams. We were well and truly in both games until time on of the last quarter and we take a lot of positives out of those two
performances. I thought we got ahead of ourselves against Riverton, although they had an absolute blinding first hour where
we quite simply could not get the ball and resulted in a heavy loss. BBH was the disappointing day for mine - our skill level
allowed BBH to hang in there and an outstanding individual performance killed us. We need to reverse this result in the next
round.
The group is starting to develop as a unit and our footy is improving. When we execute our skills some of the footy we play is
great to watch. I feel the more we play together the better we will get and it is about believing we are good enough and
trusting each other and the game plan. If the effort and work rate are there for 100 minutes the results will come.
There have been many highlights and strong performances from the playing group. Pearce, Pawley and Cummins made the
Interleague squad with Tyson and Nick both putting up strong performances in the carnival. Strangely Harry missed out but he
has been in good form for us and thoroughly deserved a game. Pearcey made the zone team and we wish him all the best in
that game - his footy is steadily improving and he is the dominant big man in the comp at the moment and a super leader on
the field. With Tom Huppatz back in the side and Prokka playing super footy, we are looking to maximise the big man advantage
we have over nearly all other sides. Tyson has been exceptional this year and an outstanding leader on and off the field.
Every player has enjoyed some really good form and at the risk of missing some out I would like to highlight a couple. Rowey
continues to develop and is a very important part of our team with his run while Banno has enjoyed a great start to the year
and there is still upside in him. Banno is fit and working hard and has taken down some class players in the last month, as well
as getting plenty of the ball himself. These two have played around 30 - 40 games now and consistent high performance is their
challenge. The young guns - Brown, Brown, Hooker, Calaby and Channon ( 15 ) have been terrific in the last few weeks in
particular and their run, effort and enthusiasm is so important. If they continue to improve, we will be a force in the second half
of the season but their effort as 17 year old kids has been excellent and they have handled the jump to 'A' Grade footy really
well. They are fiercely determined and I really respect the little things they are bringing to the team on top of all the rest of it.
I am looking forward to the rest of the season as Pratt and Reid grow in confidence and they both have outstanding ability to
we need them to dominate games while Buckley has had an injury interrupted start to the year and there is a lot of upside in
Jarrod - he is very important if we are to be successful.
We know and understand we need to take the next step, and apply ourselves for the full game against the good sides. The rest
of Round 2 gives us that opportunity, and as a group we can't wait to test ourselves and gauge our improvement against these
sides. We are hell bent on knocking a couple of them over.
The whole senior group continues to work hard and our numbers at training in general still remain strong. We know and
understand that if we stick with each other, train hard, work hard and continue to develop the game plan we WILL be a
successful club.
I hope the supporters are seeing a better, more competitive style of footy and the good days start outnumbering the not so
good as the season continues. As always we are absolutely committed to making a contest of every quarter in every game.
See you at the footy!!
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A1 – Coach – Rachel Pearce

A2 – Coach Yana Zanette

The start of the A1 season has probably not been as successful as
we would have liked. We are now sitting with 2 wins (BBH & Saints)
and 5 loses, but we did have a bit of a sniff on a couple of these,
which is positive.

The A2’s have started the year off reasonably well – losing 2
games and drawing 1. Our toughest competition will be RSMU
and South this year (although Southern Saint caused an upset on
the weekend). The ladder has started to take shape, and there is
a definite ‘top 3’ and ‘bottom 3’ fairly well set. If we can get a
few more wins on the board, we will be playing finals Netty.

The A1 competition has closed in again this year with only really
Blyth and South holding the top two spots at the moment. The third
and fourth spot is very much up for grabs between the rests of us.
Our win last week against the Saints has given the girls a real
positive lift ready for the last half of the season. It has proven that
they can compete and win well against a top 4 side. It has given
them the confidence that they are contenders if they can maintain
their intensity for a full game.
Our focus for the last half of the season is for the players to take
ownership and responsibility of their positions and make sure we
are getting the basics right every time. If we can maintain our
patience, increase our full court pressure and ensure we are
competitive for all four quarters, success will come for these girls
and also a top 4 position come September.

The team is completely different from the grand finalist team of
last year – with only Rachel and Sonia still playing. We have a
couple youngies step up this year in Crossy and Pepper. But,
unfortunately we have had a few injury woes to date – all leg
injuries (Crossy, Victoria, Goges and Sonia) so hopefully these
girls can have this weekend off and come back fighting.
The A2’s have the best defence in the league, and we have
arguably the best goalie for the last 15 years in Sonia Pawelski, I
know the RSMU coach is jealous we have these girls!
We have been lucky in the past, but our focus over the next few
weeks is to fix the issues we have that saw Southern Saints beat
us on the week. Once this has been ironed out, look out
September!

B Grade – Coach George Coles
After 9 rounds the B Grade sit 3rd with 6 wins and 3 losses. We have very good numbers and so far have had 35 players run out for the
Roosters in the B grade. Our Captain Michael Dopson is leading from the front heading the NEFL goalkicking with 26 goals. Our best
football is good enough to match it with the top 2 sides but in a very even competition we will need to perform in every game if we are to
maintain our position on the ladder. Tim Siv has been in outstanding form and he has been well supported by Patrick Redden, Lucas Milne,
Tyson Cross, Tim Norton, Nick Earle and Carl Rodger as our most consistent performers. I have a fantastic support crew with Nic Jones
Assistant coach, Paul O’Dea Team Manager, Paul Pawelski Runner, Brian McInerneny Timekeeper and Paul Garrard Goal umpire making the
B Grade run smoothly. Lisa Gabe , Jacky Hoskin and Ash Makin are tremendous as our Trainers and all in the squad appreciate their efforts.
Highlights so far have been Potto’s 8 goals at Burra, Puzzles unpredictable bouncing skills, Crossy’s 50 metre torpedo goal at Snowtown and
the effort of the 2 Pauls at Burra where they managed to consume an entire tray of custard tarts from the Burra canteen in the coaches
box!
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B1 Bombers – Coach Step Coles
At the end of the first round the B1 netball team has won 6
games, lost 1 and had a bye, currently sitting on top of the
ladder.
Juggling 10 players has meant one player sits out each week
so we run with 9. We have been able to give a couple of
Under 15 girls a chance to play and they have coped very
well
It’s a exciting year for us with some youth and experience
being able to combine well. We have introduced 6 new
players to the team with Lisa Klingner our captain, Judy Pink,
Kerry Jones, Georgia Calaby, Alexia Prokopec and Hollie
Crawford. Yana Zanette our vice captain, Renee Scott, Bec
Court and Step Coles our coach have remained in the team
from last season.
If you get a chance come and cheer us on
C1 – Coach Jodie Mullighan

North’s C1 team has had a fantastic 1st round with 6 wins &
1 loss. Some of the passages of play have been amazing &
with the number of goals scored, no wonder the balls are
worn out already! The blend of youth & experience is
working pretty well, except when the youth wants to go for
a run around the oval to check out the colts!!
The girls are a tight knit bunch & we all get along great so
the team spirit has been high. Let’s keep it up girls. Only
halfway there!
Looking forward to the next round.

B2 – Coach Renee Scott
The B2’s have been a little up and down this season so far. Started the first
game with a win and then have had some really close games only losing by
a few. Also had a great win against BBH. Not sure if that was because
coach wasn’t there that day.
We have had an awesome start to round two, with wins against BSR and
Saints. We are currently just out of the 4 but hopefully with the win
against the saints will put us back as finals contenders

C2 – Coach Chloe Gogoll
The C2’s this year started off with 12 players which slowly crept it way down to 10.
The team consists of; Sam Booker (Vice Captain), Jo Telfer, Amber Mason, Toni
Channon (Captain), Holly Salter, Ash Makin, Shanae Davis, Maddy Marks, Alex
Butterick and Dorthe Kudahl. The season kicked off with a 50 goal win against BSR
which was very exciting. Then played South and lost by 8 but was a very good game
played by all of the girls. Followed by another win against the Saints (Eud/ Rob). We
then had the hardest match of the round going down by 37 points to Min Man but
the girls worked hard and kept their heads up to come back fighting the next week
against RSMU taking out a win – this was also Shanae’s first game for the season
which we were all very excited about. BBH proved to be a tough match as well as
Blyth/ Snowtown to finish off the round. This left the C2’s with 3 wins for the round
putting them 4th on the ladder.
The C2’s have had variations of netball trainings from the beep test and fitness
testing to court structure, team building trainings. On Friday nights/ Saturday
mornings I have been sending the team an inspiring quote or two for the game
which we have found positive to think upon if the game isn’t going our way – we
need to lift our heads and believe in our capabilities (as an individual and as a team)
and believe we have a strong and capable team to finish the game strong. The C2’s
have worked very hard so far this year and we look forward to the rest of the
season.
We say a temporary goodbye to Dorthe Kudahl as she leaves us for 5 weeks on an
adventurous holiday to Dubai and Denmark with the family – we will miss you but
wish you a safe and happy holiday.
A huge thank you to Sheryl Marks who has been the C2 manager for this year you
have done a fabulous job and we all appreciate the work you do behind the scenes.
Congratulations to all the teams this year and good luck to everyone with the rest of
the season

15& Under - Coach Sue Dobbs
These girls are currently undefeated and sitting at the top of the ladder. The girls from last year’s team have showed great leadership skills
and at times patience with the younger group to work at closing the gap created by experience and Lauren and I now have the luxury of
being able to put any combination on the court knowing that they will work together to get the points. Due to numbers in the Senior
grades there hasn’t been many opportunities for these girls to fill in at a higher level but with teams needing to settle for the last round
some chances are opening up and the girls are stepping up as needed and thriving on the opportunity.
We have a tough few weeks coming up where we have people holidaying in warmer climates but footy injuries aside (Emily!) hopefully we
will continue a strong run to the finals series

Getting their Runners Up medals
Finey got her medal!
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J1 –Coach Kel Vasek
After starting the season with a bye and then a narrow loss to arch
nemesis South, the J1's have bounced back to win 4 out of their last
5 games placing them in third on the ladder but only two wins from
the top spot.
The girls have put in some awesome performances along with some
not so good ones so our aim for the second round is to show a bit
more consistency across the court and get some good wins on the
board. We face the top 2 teams in the next couple of rounds so if
we can get a win against these sides it will put us in a great position
for the run to the finals but also give us some much needed
confidence. It’s been hard for them to get settled as every week
changes have to be made so everyone gets a fair run but they have
handled these changes with maturity and enthusiasm and no
matter what position they have been put in they always give it their
best. The girls have been working hard every game and I know they
have what it takes to match the stronger sides and will definitely be
a force to be reckoned with at the pointy end of the season.

J2 – Coach Sue Dobbs
The J2s are improving at an impressive rate with the girls currently
sitting third after the bye against Eudunda Robertstown. We have a
few very versatile players in the group which is always a coach’s
heaven although some are so versatile (Emily Hinze) that they go
missing to play cricket in the NT for a few weeks mid season!
We have a tough draw with the bye and top team in split round but
we will keep aiming to improve and hopefully get a chance to
introduce these girls to finals netball!
J3 – Coach Jodie Mullighan
The J3 girls are learning great skills with Sonya & the girls at
training.
Adapting to full rules netball, bigger ball & the high goal posts has
been challenging but the girls have taken it in their stride & are now
playing some great netball.
They are settling into more set positions now making them
more confident in what they have to do on the court. The girls are
working really well as a team, which has resulted in winning all but 1
game in the 1st round.
Well done girls!

J4 – Coaches Chloe Cross & Tahlia Gill
It's been a great start to the season with all the girls learning new
skills and improving each game. Taylah Schell takes control of the
game moving the ball through the centre court smoothly.
Dianna Francis and Erin O'Dea have shown that they can play
both ends of the court and do their jobs beautifully.
Ellie Redden shoots her way here and there with ease making her
way through the play to make brilliant leads.
Bridey Mathie has great defensive skills keeping her head up and
watching the ball at most times. She does an awesome job at
picking off those balls and stopping the defenders taking it any
further down the court
Rianna Jacka has made a big improvement through the first
round and is able to find space very well. Sophie Earle and
Marissa Corfield adjust to playing both ends of the court quite
quickly taking some beautiful intercepts making it look easy.
These girls have learnt to work together as a team because you
cannot win if you play as individuals. They work hard every time
they get onto that court but sometimes just need that extra push.
These girls will grow up to be awesome netballers playing up in
the higher grades of the club.
J5 – Coach Megan Lewcock
This year the J5s have been doing training with the J4s and J3s
under the guidance of Sonya Baum. They have been working on
leading towards the ball, shadowing their player, catching,
throwing and MAKING SPACE. It is great as a coach when you see
the girls put these skills into practice on a Saturday. It is a pity
though that this awesome bunch of girls don't get to show these
skills each week, with having so many byes.
I look forward to spending the next half of the season watching
these young girls develop their skills. Watch out A grade cause
there is lots of talent coming through with this grade.

NETSETGO - Coach Jodie Mullighan
The Netsetgo girls are having lots of fun learning about
netball and they are picking up the skills really quickly & we
are seeing improvement every week. The girls from last year
are ready to play with the big girls, some of them playing a
scratch match with the J5’s on a Saturday!
They have received their flash new t-shirts and netballs,
which look fantastic.
Big thanks to my parent group who help out every week,
especially Anna Hawker & Sonia Pawelski.
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Under 17’s – Coach Michael Harrold
th

The 2014 season has thus far showed the under 17’s win 6 of tour 9 games played. Placing us 4 on the premiership table and in good stead
for a finals appearance. 4 young men were chosen on performances throughout the season to represent the NEFL u17’s in the Landmark
Cup, and going away with chocolates at the end of the day. These boys included; Bailey Laidlaw, Shane Channon, Aus Tizio and Daniel
Garrad. At the current stage of the season, Tom O’Sullivan is leading the u17’s NEFL goal kicking with 39 goals after 9 Rounds of football.
New faces to the squad have settled in well, with Tyrell Hocking playing some outstanding football, consequently being chosen in the u15
National Boomerangs squad who will be performing in the u16 National Championship in Gold Coast. Round 9 saw the inclusion of Jamahl
Weetra, immediately making an impression on the boys, performing well in the wet to beat Eudunda/Robertstown by 95 points. Thank you
to Jake Panaho and his Junior Colt boys for their help thus far in the season. So let’s get to the games and cheer the lads on.

Under 14’s – Coach Jake Panoho
The Under 14’s are currently
sitting top of the ladder. South are
second in what should be a great
match next week. Good luck to
Tyson Francis, Grady Armfield,
George Pretlove and Charlie
Helbig who will represent the
NEFL in U14’s.
Mini Colts – Coach Matt Paulett
Half way through the season and I’m still enjoying and having fun with my Little Roosters, as I hope the Minis are as well.
This is the best part of my job -Watching the boys running around kicking the footy, laughing and having fun.
Having coached nearly all of the Minis as they have progressed through the Sub Minis, it’s great to see the boys still continuing on with
their football, and that they are still at North Clare, which is great for our clubs future.
I have some very talented Minis running around, most weeks around 4 of the Minis play 3/4 of our game with the Minis then play a full
game of Juniors. These boys not only keep the bench warm, but when they get their opportunity to play, that they do. Well done to those
boys.
Once again I am blessed to have so many Minis coming out to training each week, and playing Saturdays. Numbers are great, 25-28 boys
each week, which is a great outcome for our club. This means that most Saturday’s 4-5 boys need to play for the opposition. The boys that
play for the opposition do themselves proud and also the Club, with their sportsmanship and the way they go about playing footy.
Not that we keep score in the Minis, but we all know that I like winning and my Minis do as well. We have only lost 1 game for the year
which is great.
One of my goals for the year as coach is to get that winning feeling back into the club, it may sound too much, but these boys are the
Future of North Clare, and I want the Future to be very successful for our Club.
All of the Minis have contributed throughout the year, while our better players are improving it’s very pleasing to see the whole team
improving over the season so far.
Let’s keep kicking Goals, keep having Fun and Enjoying playing for the Roosters.
Great work my Little Roosters

Sub Minis – Coaches Ryan Tregilgas and Paul Pawelski
We have very strong numbers with full squad of around 29 kids available for game day ranging anywhere from 5-9 years
old. We also have a few Auskickers who join our training program on Thursday nights, it is great to see kids of all ages
enjoying footy. Due to our strong numbers more often than not we have to send some of our players to the opposition for a
Quarter on a rotation basis to ensure everyone can take the field. The kids are getting used to this and have been excellent at
taking their turn on the opposing side and embracing the opportunity play against their mates. We are working on developing
our skills, playing as a team and how to play the various positions on the ground, each week there is a noticeable
improvement and the kids are playing some excellent footy. Thanks very much to the club and the parents for their continued
support and assistance at training and on game day; we are looking forward to an enjoyable second half of the season, cheers
Ryan and Paul
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Lucky…US!!!
We own you for 4 whole hours!
H-Bomb, you are now at the Mercy of this list of
ladies for 4 hours in the near future:
Step Coles
Kel Vasek

We’ve just got to work out
who’s got the best lawn to fit
our specifications to sit back
and enjoy the view!!

Yana Zanette
Nicole Jaeschke
Bec Reid
Hayley Hennessey
Elyce Huppatz
Rhiley Huppatz
Taylah Edwards
Ashleigh Edwards
Megan Parish
Lisa Gabe
Diesy O’Driscoll
Genna Chapman
Chelsea Panoho
Kelly Schekle
Ari Harnett
Kylie Smith
Bubbles Jones
Shelley Tregilgas
Mel Helbig
Kerry Jones
Bec Court
Donna Larwood
(Please see Yana if any other ladies want to attended this four hour
session (for a food & beverage fee))
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Ladies: Please bring your money to Netty Thursday
night and give to Yana / EFT - $30.00 each

QUIZ ME
NAME THESE OLD FARTS:

1

2

3
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Snapparazzi

GREAT WORK SOCIAL COMMITTEE!!!!
The soup on Saturday was made by
Sheryl Pawley!

The mini’s who
toughed out the
conditions

Ahha, the Jaeschke gene shines through
here, LOL

Gerald playing Golden runner with
the kids
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